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Abstract
The event B method provides a general framework for modelling both data structures and algorithms. B
models are validated by discharging proof obligations ensuring safety properties. We address the problem of
development of greedy algorithms using the seminal work of S. Curtis; she has formalised greedy algorithms
in a relational calculus and has provided a list of results ensuring optimality results. Our first contribution
is a re-modelling of Curtis’s results in the event B framework and a mechanical checking of theorems
on greedy algorithms The second contribution is the reuse of the mathematical framework for developing
greedy algorithms from event B models; since the resulting event B models are generic, we show how to
instantiate generic event B models to derive specific greedy algorithms; generic event B developments help in
managing proofs complexity. Consequently, we contribute to the design of a library of proof-based developed
algorithms.
Keywords: Formal method, B event-based method, refinement, safety, greedy algorithms.
1 Introduction
Algorithms provide a class of systems on which one can apply proof-based devel-
opment techniques like the event B method, especially the refinement. The main
advantage is the fact that we teach data structures and algorithms to students, who
should have simple explanations of why a given algorithm is effectively working or
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why some assertion is an invariant for the algorithm under consideration . . . Hence,
we have a good knowledge of algorithmic problems and it is simpler for us to apply
proof-based development techniques on the algorithmic problems. Greedy algo-
rithms constitute a well defined class of algorithms (applications and properties)
and we aim to provide proof-based patterns for facilitating the proof-based devel-
opment (in B) of greedy algorithms.
In a previous work [4], we have developed Prim’s algorithm and we have proved
properties over trees: the inductive definition of trees helps in deriving intermediate
lemmas asserting that the growing tree converges to the minimal spanning tree,
according to the greedy strategy. The resulting algorithm was completely proved
using the proof assistant [7] and we can partially reuse current developed models to
obtain Dijkstra’s algorithm or Kruskal’s algorithm. The greedy strategy is not al-
ways optimal and the optimality of the resulting algorithm is proved by the theorem
24.1 of Cormen’s book [8] in the case of the minimal spanning tree problem. The
gain is clear, since we had a mechanised and verified proof of Prim’s algorithm. The
formalisation of greedy-oriented algorithmic structures was not so complicated but
we were assuming that a general theory on greedy structures could help in designing
our greedy algorithms using the event B method. Fortunately, S. Curtis [9] brings
the theoretical material that was missing in our project; she has formalised in a
relational framework properties required for leading to the optimality of solutions,
when applying a greedy technique. However, we have not explained why we are
choosing the greedy method and what for? Our quest is to propose general proof-
based developments (or patterns) for a given problem or for a given paradigm. We
think that the refinement provides a way to introduce generic elements in developed
models. A second objective is to illustrate the adequacy of the B prover [7], when
checking results over set-theoretical structures; in a sense, our work may seem to
be a plagiarism of Curtis’s paper, but the tool scans each detail to check and it
validates each user hint, and, generally, there is no assisted significant proof with-
out human hint (proof step or tricky lemma). Hence, our paper is an exercise in
checking properties over greedy structures and in proposing generic development
of greedy algorithms; we do not know any other mechanized complete proof-based
developments of greedy algorithms.
1.1 Greedy algorithms
Greedy algorithms are used to solve optimization problems like the shortest path
problem or the best order to execute a set of jobs. A greedy algorithm works in a
local step to satisfy a global constraint. A greedy algorithm can be summarized by
the general algorithm 1, where C is the set of candidates and S is the set containing
the solution or possibly no solution. The goal is to optimize a set of candidates
which is a solution to the problem; the optimization maximizes or minimizes the
value of an objective function. The optimization state is checked by the Boolean
function called goodchoice. Lectures notes of Charlier [6] provide a very complete
introduction to the underlying theories of the greedy algorithms like the matroids
theory for instance. S. A. Curtis [9] classifies greedy algorithms and uses a relation
framework for expressing properties of the greedy algorithms; her characterization
is based on the preservation of the safety properties but the termination part is
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Pre-condition:C is a set of possible candidates
Post-condition:Either a solution S, or no solution does exist
BEGIN
S:= emptyset;
WHILE C # emptyset and not solution(S)
DO
x:=select(C); C:=C-{x};
IF goodchoice(S \/ { x }) THEN S:=S \/ { x } FI;
OD;
IF solution(S) THEN return S ELSE return(no_solution} FI;
END
Algorithm 1. General Greedy Algorithm [8]
missing. Our paper is based on her works, it reformulates properties and proposes
mechanically checked proofs in the B prover engine [3,7]. First, we translate the
mathematical notations of the models of Curtis; we check the results proved in
the paper using the theorem prover of B. Then we show how to develop a greedy
algorithm according to a given assumption. Finally, we show how to instantiate a
specific problem that can be solved using the greedy strategy.
1.2 Summary of the paper
Section 2 provides an introduction to the event B method and a definition of instan-
tiation mechanisms that can be used to introduce generic developments. Section 3
details the mathematical structures underlying the greedy method and reformulates
in event B the notations due to Curtis. Curtis’s proofs are completely checked with
the proof tool. Section 4 develops a very general greedy algorithmic and shows
how mathematical properties are introduced while developing. An abstract greedy
algorithm is derived from the last refinement model of the development and an
instantiation is given. Section 5 concludes the work with possible perspectives.
2 On the event B development
2.1 Event-based modelling
Our event-driven approach [2] is based on the B notation [1]. It extends the method-
ological scope of basic concepts such as set-theoretical notations and generalized
substitutions in order to take into account the idea of formal models. Roughly
speaking, a formal model is characterized by a (finite) list x of state variables pos-
sibly modified by a (finite) list of events; an invariant I(x) states some properties
that must always be satisfied by the variables x and maintained by the activation
of the events. In what follows, we briefly recall definitions and principles of formal
models and explain how they can be managed by the tool [3,7].
Definition 2.1 Generalized substitutions are borrowed from the B notation. They
provide a way to express the transformations of the values of the state variables
of a formal model. In its simple form, x := E(x), a generalized substitution looks
like an assignment statement. In this construct, x denotes a vector build on the
set of state variables of the model, and E(x) a vector of expressions of the same
size as the vector x. The interpretation we shall give here to this statement is not
however that of an assignment statement. We interpret it as a logical simultaneous
substitution of each variable of the vector x by the corresponding expression of the
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vector E(x). There exists a more general form of generalized substitution. It is
denoted by the construct x : P (x0, x). This is to be read: “x is modified in such
a way that the predicate P (x0, x) holds”, where x denotes the new value of the
vector, whereas x0 denotes its old value. It is clearly non-deterministic in general.
This general form could be considered as a normal form, since the simplest form
x := E(x) is equivalent to the more general form x : (x = E(x0)).
Definition 2.2 An event is essentially made of two parts: a guard, which is a pred-
icate built on the state variables, and an action, which is a generalized substitution.
An event can take one of the forms shown in the table below. In these constructs,
evt is an identifier: this is the event name. The first event is not guarded: it is
thus always enabled. The guard of the other events, which states the necessary
condition for these events to occur, is represented by G(x) in the second case, and
by ∃ t ·G(t, x) in the third one. The latter defines a non-deterministic event where t
represents a vector of distinct local variables. The, so-called, before-after predicate
BA(x, x′) associated with each event shape, describes the event as a logical predi-
cate expressing the relationship linking the values of the state variables just before
(x) and just after (x′) the event “execution”.
Event Before-after Predicate BA(x, x′)
evt b= begin x : P (x0, x) end P (x, x′)
evt b= when G(x) then x : Q(x0, x) end G(x) ∧ Q(x, x′)
evt b= any t where G(t, x) then x : R(x0, x, t) end ∃ t· ( G(t, x) ∧ R(x, x′, t) )
The generalized substitution x :∈ S(x) is equivalent to the normal form x :
(x ∈ S(x0)) and the event evt =̂ begin x :∈ S(x) end is equivalently written as
follows: evt =̂ begin x : (x ∈ S(x0)) end. Proof obligations are produced from
events in order to state that the invariant condition I(x) is preserved. We next give
the general rule to be proved. It follows immediately from the very definition of the
before-after predicate, BA(x, x′) of each event:
I(x) ∧ BA(x, x′) ⇒ I(x′)
Notice that it follows from the two guarded forms of the events that this obli-
gation is trivially discharged when the guard of the event is false. When it is the
case, the event is said to be “disabled”.
2.2 Model Refinement
The refinement of a formal model allows us to enrich a model in a step by step
approach. Refinement provides a way to construct stronger invariants and also to
add details in a model. It is also used to transform an abstract model in a more
concrete version by modifying the state description. This is essentially done by
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extending the list of state variables (possibly suppressing some of them), by refining
each abstract event into a corresponding concrete version, and by adding new events.
The abstract state variables, x, and the concrete ones, y, are linked together by
means of a, so-called, gluing invariant J(x, y). A number of proof obligations ensure
that (1) each abstract event is correctly refined by its corresponding concrete version,
(2) each new event refines skip, (3) no new event take control for ever, and (4)
relative deadlock-freeness is preserved.
Definition 2.3 We suppose that an abstract model AM with variables x and in-
variant I(x) is refined by a concrete model CM with variables y and gluing invariant
J(x, y). If BAA(x, x′) and BAC(y, y′) are respectively the abstract and concrete
before-after predicates of the same event, we have to prove the following statement:
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ BAC(y, y′) ⇒ ∃x′ · (BAA(x, x′) ∧ J(x′, y′))
This says that under the abstract invariant I(x) and the concrete one J(x, y), a
concrete step BAC(y, y′) can be simulated (∃x′) by an abstract one BAA(x, x′) in
such a way that the gluing invariant J(x′, y′) is preserved. A new event with before-
after predicate BA(y, y′) must refine skip (x′ = x). This leads to the following
statement to prove:
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ BA(y, y′) ⇒ J(x, y′)
Moreover, we must prove that a variant V (y) is decreased by each new event
(this is to guarantee that an abstract step may occur). We have thus to prove the
following for each new event with before-after predicate BA(y, y′):
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ BA(y, y′) ⇒ V (y′) < V (y)
Finally, we must prove that the concrete model does not introduce more dead-
locks than the abstract one. This is formalized by means of the following proof
obligation:
I(x) ∧ J(x, y) ∧ grds(AM) ⇒ grds(CM)
where grds(AM) stands for the disjunction of the guards of the events of the abstract
model, and grds(CM) stands for the disjunction of the guards of the events of the
concrete one.
The refinement of models by refining events is close to the refinement of action
systems, the refinement of UNITY and the TLA refinement, even if there is no
explicit semantics based on traces but one can consider the refinement of events like
a relation between abstract traces and concrete traces. The stuttering plays a cen-
tral role in the global process of development where new events can be added into
the refinement model. When one refines a model, one can either refine an existing
event by strengthening the guard or/and the before-after predicate (removing non-
determinism), or add a new event which is supposed to refine the skip event. When
one refines a model by another one, it means that the set of traces of the refined
model contains the traces of the resulting model with respect to the stuttering rela-
tionship. Models and refined models are defined and can be validated through the
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proofs of proof obligations; the refinement supports the proof-based development.
We summarize set-theoretical notations that can be used in the writing of formal
definitions related to constants. In fact, the modelling of data is oriented by sets,
relations and functions.
Name Syntax Definition
Binary Relation s ↔ t P(s × t)
Composition of relations r; s {x, y |x ∈ P(a) ∧ y ∈ P(b) ∧
∃z.(z ∈ P(c) ∧ x, z ∈ r ∧ z, y ∈ s)}
Inverse relation r−1 {x, y|x ∈ P(a) ∧ y ∈ P(b) ∧ y, x ∈ r}
Domain dom(r) {a |a ∈ s ∧ ∃b.(b ∈ t ∧ a 7→ b ∈ r)}
Range ran(r) dom(r−1)
Identity id(s) {x, y|x ∈ s ∧ y ∈ s ∧ x = y}
Image r[w] ran(id(w); r)
Partial Function s 7→ t {r | r ∈ s ↔ t ∧ (r−1; r) ⊆id(t)}
Total Function s −→ t {f | f ∈ s 7→ t ∧ dom(f) = s}
2.3 Parametric development in the B event-based method
The B method provides a framework for developing parametric models of systems; it
means that a problem is defined by parameters to instantiate and that a abstract B
development already exists. When we use the expression problem, it means that we
are able to relate the current problem to solve and the abstract problem solved by
the already existing B development. The idea is to assume that the mathematical
framework is given and that there are some constants which are remaining to set
up. However, the main problem is to check that the effective parameters satisfy the
constraints of the theory. We have not developed a parametrization mechanism for
the B event-based method but we indicate how the current framework can be used
for implementing the instantiation. In a draft paper [5], we have proposed a mecha-
nism for instantiating B developments and we have used the searching problem [10].
First at all, we review what is a validated project in the B methodology. A validated
project is a collection of models, either machine or refinement or implementation,
which are checked by the different processes: type checking and proving. We assume
that every model is completely proved by tools. The link between models is the
refinement and it is already checked and completely proved. We assume that there
is only one machine in the current project because we focus on the re-usability of
developed models. Hence, a project G is roughly speaking an acyclic directed graph
of models related by the refinement relationship: G = ({G, ..., Gn},−→).
The model G plays the role of the initial machine for the development and the
project is simply defined by the model G. In order to avoid confusion among names,
we use different fonts for designating problems, models and projects. The creation
and the development of the project G follow the event B methodology. We assume
that G is an existing project corresponding to a given generic problem to solve.
The problem to solve is denoted G and the project G is supposed to solve the given
problem. The model G is, in fact, the statement of the generic problem and clauses
of the project G recall the parameters of the problem and of the model G.
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model
G
sets
s
constants
c
properties
P (s, c)
variables
x
invariant
J(x)
assertions
A(x)
initialisation
S(x)
events
event = L(x)
end
The model G provides a general framework for the cur-
rent problem; the problem is characterized by a the-
ory defined by the clauses SETS, CONSTANTS and
PROPERTIES. The unique event helps in solving the
problem, which is in fact defined with respect to the
model itself. The event event defines the problem like
a pre/post-condition between the initial state of y de-
fined by the event init and the final state resulting from
the event event. Among models of the project, models
play a role of initialisation in the development process;
we recall that we assume that there is only one model
called G which roots a development following different
paths in the graph of models. G contains clauses defin-
ing constants, properties, variables, invariant, assertions
and operations. We summarize the discussion on project
and problem.
A project G is related to a problem G and
it is developed from a model G stating the
problem G and assumptions on the problem.
It contains refined models of the model G.
Carrier sets and constants can be instantiated but proof
obligations must be proved to ensure the validity of prop-
erties, which are theorems in an instantiation. The model
G is the set of the development by instantiation.
The model G is the starting point of the development of
the project G and it solves the problem G; the project is
formally checked by the theorem prover. The model G
is supposed to solve a problem stated by the event event
(the greedy problem solves the problem of optimisation,
for instance): the problem is said to be a generic problem.
The instantiation of the generic project G corresponds to a given problem P;
we state the specific problem to solve, using a new model P . The new problem
to solve involves sets t, constants d, properties over constants A(t, d), variables y
different from x, invariant over variables y namely I(y) and finally spec event states
the specific problem. We do not focus on the process of writing the specific problem
but it might be obtained after a separate step-by-step development; it appears to
be relatively obvious to state. Let us write the new problem as a new system.
The instantiation of the generic project G for the generic problem G to solve the
specific problem P consists of exhibiting a set term σ(t, d), defined in terms of the
set and constant of t, and also a similar constant term γ(t, d) able to instantiate
the constant c of G. The instantiation consists thus of repainting s and c in G
with σ(t, d) and γ(t, d) and to invoke it as G (σ(t, d), γ(t, d)). We must also rename
each variable (resp. event) of G by an unique variable (resp. event) of P . This
instantiation must resolve the specific problem P and we propose to instantiate a
development in a refinement of P . In fact, proof obligations of refinement assume
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that the instantiated development solve the specific problem P. We assume that
P and G have no common parameters: x is different of y and events names are
different. The next refinement states what does mean that the specific problem P
is solved like the problem G, after a suitable instantiation. When the instantiation
is proved to be correct, we freely obtain a complete instantiated development for
the new problem P. We have to prove only a small part of instantiated proof
obligations. An instantiation requires to prove that properties of the system G are
theorems with respect to the properties of P :
model
P
sets
t
constants
d
properties
A(s, c)
variables
y
invariant
I(x)
initialisation
specinit(y)
events
specevent = K(y)
end
• The properties of the system G ie axioms defining the
theory of G are theorems in the new theory defined by
the problem P :
A(t, d) ⇒ P (σ(t, d), γ(t, d))
• both models are solving the same problem and the
event spec event of P is refined by the instance of the
event event of G for the problem P ; it is a classical
instantiation:
A(t, d) ∧ P (σ(t, d), γ(t, d)) ∧ I(y) ∧
[s, c := σ(t, d), γ(t, d)]J(y1) ∧ y = y1 ∧
BA(L)(y1, y1′)
⇒
∃y′.(I(y′) ∧ BA(K)(y, y′))
Property 1 When the refinement is proved, the new
problem P is solved by the development of the problem
G, up to renaming and instantiation.
A new project P is created from the project G of the
problem G: events are renamed, variables are renamed,
instantiations are done. Parameters are not completely
instantiated or renamed; if a parameter is not instanti-
ated, it keeps properties stated in the general model and
no new proof obligation is generated. We summarize the
links between models, problems and projects in the next
diagram.
P
H
G ◮ P.G
H F
G1 ⊲ P.G1
H F
G2 ⊲ P.G2
H F
G3 ⊲ P.G3
The diagram tells us where proof obligations must be
proved: bold symbols express that new proof obligations
are generated and one has to prove them; on the contrary,
others symbols express that proof obligations have been
generated but are inherited from a previous project. The
diagram focuses on two directions for extension: a top-
down extension and a left-right extension. We do not de-
tail the mechanism of instantiation which is to implement
in the B event-based approach and which was introduced
in the paper [5].
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3 Mathematical structures for the greedy method
First, in the step-by-step development, the definition of the mathematical objects
requires to ensure the existence of a solution and to identify the problem to solve.
The greedy method is effective, when properties are satisfied by the underlying
mathematical structures. Like S. Curtis [9], we first define operators over relations
and then we prove properties related to the greedy method. In fact, it will be a
checking phase of Curtis’s results: we use a more conventional way to write set-
theoretical objects in the B notation.
3.1 Mathematical definitions
We assume that a set E is given and is not empty; we use operators over binary
relations over E. Those operators are defined as constants and have properties: rep,
opt, quotient, domain, notdomain, lambda, greedy.
The relation quotient captures the idea of implication; in fact, it satisfies the
property: (quotient(S, T ); T ) ⊆ S which explains the choice of the name quotient.
The domains of (quotient(S, T ) and S have the same carrier set. The range of
(quotient(S, T ) and the domain of T have the same carrier set. The range of T and
the range of S have the same carrier set.
If S is a relation between X and Y and T is a relation between Z and Y , then
quotient(S, T ) is a relation between X and Z. The set operator does not exist in B
but we can easily define it by quantification over domain and range. Hopefully, S.
Curtis uses only two kinds of quotient: either with X = Y = Z = E, or X = Y = E
and Z = P(E). Two functions quotient and quotientP are defined and the formal
definition in the B set theory is:
quotient ∈ (E ↔ E) × (E ↔ E) −→ (E ↔ E)
∀(R, S, T ).(R ∈ E ↔ E ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ T ∈ E ↔ E ∧ R ⊆ quotient(S, T ) ⇒ (T ; R) ⊆ S)
∀(R, S, T ). (R ∈ E ↔ E ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ T ∈ E ↔ E(T ; R) ⊆ S ⇒ R ⊆ quotient(S, T ))
The next lemma is useful, when using the relation quotient and it has been
proved by the proof tool.
Lemma 3.1 x 7→ y ∈ quotient(S, T ) ⇔ ∀z · (z 7→ x ∈ T ⇒ z 7→ y ∈ S)
The equivalence is split into two implications. In the first implication (⇒),
the second property of quotient’s definition is enough. For the second implication
(⇐), we have instantiated R (the second property of quotient’s definition) with the
following set: {x 7→ y | x ∈ E ∧ y ∈ E ∧ ∀z · (z 7→ x ∈ T ⇒ z 7→ y ∈ S)}
domain is the set of pairs (e, e) where e is
in the domain of the binary relation used
as parameter and notdomain is the set
of pairs (e, e) where e is not in the domain
of the binary relation used as parameter.
The B definitions are:
domain ∈ (E ↔ E) −→ (E ↔ E)
∀R.(R ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ domain(R) = id(dom(R)))
notdomain : (E ↔ E) ↔ (E ↔ E)
∀R.(R ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ notdomain(R) = id(E) − id(dom(R)))
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opt assigns to each binary relation R over
E a binary relation modelling the crite-
rion of optimality. S. Curtis defines opt
as follow: opt(R) =∈ ∩quotientP (R,∋).
The ∈ operator is not defined in B and
first, we define it as a relation In.
In ∈ P(E) ↔ E
∀(x, s).(x ∈ E ∧ s ∈ P(E)
⇒ (s 7→ x ∈ In ⇔ x ∈ s))
opt ∈ (E ↔ E) −→ (P(E) ↔ E)
∀R.(R ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ opt(R) = In ∩ quotientP (R, In−1))
The next operator is called lambda and it returns
the image of each element in the domain of the
relation; it is simply defined as the image of a sin-
gleton {x} by the given relation:
lambda ∈ (E ↔ E) −→ (E −→ P(E))
∀(R, x). (R ∈ E ↔ E ∧ x ∈ dom(R)
⇒ lambda(R)(x) = R[{x}])
The greedy method is a method for computing optimal solutions in optimiza-
tions problems. The definition of the criterion for the local optimality should be
stated. We assume that L defines the criterion for the local optimality and S defines
the next possible step opt for the criterion
of optimality. greedy(L, S) is an operator
defining pairs (x, y) built as descendants
for S and optimal with respect to L.
greedy ∈ (E ↔ E) × (E ↔ E) −→ (E ↔ E)
∀(L, S).(L ∈ E ↔ E ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ greedy(L, S) = (lambda(S); opt(L)))
The operator greedy satisfies a property derived with the proof tool.
Lemma 3.2 ∀(L, S).(L ∈ E ↔ E ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E ⇒ greedy(L, S) = S ∩ quotient(L, S−1))
The proof is discharged with the help of the prover; S. Curtis [9] writes
that it is an useful property but she does not give any proof sketch.
According to the definitions of greedy(L, S) and opt(L), we prove that
(lambda(S); In ∩ quotientP (L, In−1)) = S ∩ quotient(L, S−1) which is rewritten
into ((lambda(S); In) ∩ (lambda(S); quotientP (L, In−1))) = S∩ quotient(L, S−1).
The proof is split into two cases:
1. ((lambda(S); In) = S which is easy to prove and
2. (lambda(S); quotientP (L, In−1)) = quotient(L, S−1) which is split in two
inclusions
2.1. (lambda(S); quotientP (L, In−1)) ⊆ quotient(L, S−1) which is easy to
prove with quotient and quotientP definitions and
2.2. quotient(L, S−1) ⊆ lambda(S); quotientP (L, In−1))
For this last one we have used the first lemma: in one way (⇒) for
quotient(L, S−1) and the other one (⇐) for quotientP (L, In−1).
This point shows clearly that the derivation of proofs of significant theorems is
possible, if there is a mathematical expertise of the mathematical topics. The next
operator is approaching an algorithmic idea of a process which is searching a value
by repeating a step over a set as long as nothing is found. rep captures the idea of
repeating a relation on a set as long as it is possible to apply the relation and the
result of the application is simply a fixed-point. It behaves like a repeat-until loop
and it may be operationally defined as follows: a pair (x, y) is in rep(R), where R
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is a binary relation over E, if either
x /∈ dom(R) and x = y, or x ∈
dom(R) and there is a path over R
leading to y /∈ dom(R). Formally, rep
is defined as follows:
rep ∈ (E ↔ E) −→ (E ↔ E)
∀R.(R ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ rep(R) = notdomain(R) ∪ (R; rep(R)))
∀(S, R). ( R ∈ E ↔ E ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E∧
notdomain(R) ∪ (R; S) ⊆ S
⇒ rep(R) ⊆ S)
repn (standing for n steps) computes the bi-
nary relation obtained by composing a given
binary relation with respect to a given natural
number.
repn ∈ (E ↔ E) × N 7→ (E ↔ E)
∀S.(S ∈ E ↔ E ⇒ repn(S, 0) = id(E))
∀(S, n).(n ∈ N⋆ ∧ S ∈ E ↔ E
⇒ repn(S, n) = (repn(S, n − 1); S))
The proof of theorem 3 (due to S. Curtis) requires intermediate lemmas on rep
and repn. The first lemma is proved using the definition of rep and its minimal-
ity as a fixed-point (case ⊆) and by induction (case ⊇). The second lemma is a
consequence of the first lemma and the two last lemmas are proved by induction.
Lemma 3.3 (i) ∀S.(S ∈ E ↔ E ⇒ rep(S) =UNION(n) · (n ∈ N|(repn(S, n); notdomain(S))))
(ii) ∀(S, x, y).(S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ x ∈ E ∧ y ∈ E ∧ x 7→ y ∈ rep(S)
⇒ ∃n.(n ∈ N ∧ x 7→ y ∈ repn(S, n) ∧ y 7→ y ∈ notdomain(S)))
(iii) ∀(S, n).(S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ n ∈ N ⇒ (S; repn(S, n) = (repn(S, n); S))
(iv) ∀(S, n, m).(S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ n ∈ N ∧ m ∈ N ∧ m ≤ n
quad ⇒ repn(S, n) = (repn(S, m); repn(S, n − m))
The definitions provide a general framework for expressing optimization prob-
lems related to the greedy method; Curtis [9] defines four classes of greedy problems
by characterizing conditions over theories. She specializes the general theory and we
translate her characterizations in the B set theory. Using these characterizations,
properties ensuring the optimality of the solution are proved.
3.2 Properties derived from the mathematical structures
Following Curtis [9], we prove four possible cases on mathematical structures which
are ensuring the optimality of the solution for the greedy method. The four cases
are related by implicative properties; the stronger case is called the better-local
case and the weaker (or the most general ) is the best-global)(Semantical diagram
of Curtis’s classification [9]). It is a simple rewriting of Curtis’s theorem but they
are mechanically checked by our proof engine and they confirm the results of Curtis.
The terminology for greedy algorithms mentions a construction step, a local
optimality criterion and a global optimality criterion. Following the terminology,
we consider four cases corresponding to assumptions made on the mathematical
structures and the current problem. Following Curtis [9], every greedy algorithm
that finds optimal solutions to optimisation problems complies with this principle.
We do not discuss this aspect and use it like a postulate. Let assume that L and
C are two preorders over a set E and S is a binary relation over E. greedy defines
the greedy flavour of the method by combining both criteria over L for local and C
for global. Curtis’s theorems have the following schema:
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preorder(L) ∧ preorder(C)∧
S ∈ E ↔ E ∧ H(L, C, S)
!
⇒ rep(greedy(L, S)) ⊆ (lambda(rep(S)); opt(C)))
On the theorem 1 (Best-Global), H(L, C, S) equals to 
domain(greedy(L, S)) = domain(S) ∧
((rep(S))−1; greedy(L, S)) ⊆ (C; rep(S)−1)
!
Our proof is quiet similar to Curtis’s one.
On the theorem 2 (Better-Global), H(L, C, S) equals to
0
BBB@
domain(greedy(L, S)) = domain(S) ∧
(S−1; L;domain(S)) ⊆ (L; S−1) ∧
(S−1; L;notdomain(S)) ⊆ L ∧
(notdomain(S); L) ⊆ (C; rep(S)−1)
1
CCCA
Our proof is similar to Curtis’s one; we
prove that assumptions of the theorem 2
imply assumptions of theorem 1.
On the theorem 3 (Best-Local), H(L, C, S) equals to
0
BBBBB@
domain(greedy(C, S)) = domain(S) ∧
∀n.(n ∈ N ⇒
repn(greedy(L, S), n) ⊆ (lambda(repn(S, n)); opt(L))) ∧
(S−1; L;notdomain(S)) ⊆ L ∧
(notdomain(S); L) ⊆ (C; (rep(S))−1)
1
CCCCCA
Our proof is quiet simi-
lar to Curtis’s one. We
prove that assumptions
of theorem 3 imply as-
sumptions of theorem 1.
During the mechanical proof, we discover missing obvious cases and one obvious
hypothesis.
On the theorem 4 (Best-Local),H(L, C, S) equals to
0
BBB@
domain(greedy(L, S)) = domain(S) ∧
(S−1; L;domain(S)) ⊆ (L; S−1) ∧
(S−1; L;notdomain(S)) ⊆ L ∧
(notdomain(S); L) ⊆ (C; rep(S)−1)
1
CCCA
Following Curtis’s classification, we have
proved the theorem in two manners: we
prove that assumptions of theorem 4 im-
ply assumptions of theorem 2 and that
assumption of theorem 4 imply hypothesis of theorem 3. Our proofs are similar to
Curtis’s ones.
The number of interactions (clicks for choosing a function of the proof tool,
choice of rules, . . . ) during the proof process for lemmas and theorems is presented
742 interactions with the prover.
3.3 Greedy theories
The four theories are related according to the diagram expressing the power of a
theory with respect to another one and it tells us that the best global theory is
the most general one. However, the three other ones provide a way to classify the
greedy algorithms and they can be simpler to derive a proved step-by-step developed
greedy algorithm. Each theory must ensure the existence of an optimal solution in
the set of possible solutions and it is the key property of the proof of optimality of
this algorithm. We will develop the greedy algorithm from the most general theory
namely the best global theory. Our intuition is that the theorem 1 is a refinement
proof and that the other theorems are instantiation proof and the corresponding
development can be obtain from our first development.
4 Abstract algorithmic models for the greedy method
The mathematical framework is clearly defined and we have four classes for greedy
problems; we develop a sequence of refined general models for the greedy method.
The development process has the following steps:
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• First abstract greedy model BG0
• Greedy refinement model BG1 for the Best-Global principle
• Refinement model for getting an algorithmic expression
We assume that E and rep, opt, quotient, quotientP , domain, notdomain,
lambda and rep are given; they satisfy the properties of the previous defined theory
(repn can be defined later). Now, we should define several new constants:
(i) S is the step of the algorithm
(ii) C is the criterion for the global optimality and is a pre-order over E.
(iii) greedy is the step of the greedy algorithm
(iv) initial value is the initial value
(v) preorder(O)
∆
= O ∈ E ↔ E ∧ id(E) ⊆ O ∧ (O; O) ⊆ O
model
BG0
sets
E
constants
C, S, lambda, rep, opt, initial value
properties
. . .
S ∈ E ↔ E
preorder(C)
initial value ∈ E
variables
solution
invariant
solution ∈ E
initialisation
solution :∈ E
events
compute b= ANY e WHERE
e ∈ E
initial value 7→ e ∈ (lambda(rep(S)); opt(C))
THEN
solution := e
END
end
The first abstract model is not very surprising; it computes in one shot an optimal
solution. We use a variable called solution. Two events are defined in the first ab-
stract model. Initialisation is the initial event; it starts the execution of the abstract
system by assigning any value to solution. compute computes an optimal solution
among the possible ones; the set of possible optimal solutions is not empty. The
invariant of the system is simple: solution ∈ E; the assumptions on the constants
allow us to derive the validity of the current model. There are no difficulties. This
model states the initial problem and the next refinement will give some solution.
Now, we should choose one criterion and we choose to assume that the mathe-
matical structure satisfies the Best-Global principle. We add the properties related
to the principle and we introduce the function for modelling the repetition rep.
domain(greedy(L, S)) = domain(S) ∧ ((rep(S))−1; greedy(L, S)) ⊆ (C; rep(S)−1)
The next property is derived from the assumptions over the current model.
Property 2 Under the conditions defined by the greedy theory and the best global
ones, the set (lambda(rep(S)); opt(C)) is not empty.
The current model BG0 is refined by modifying the event compute, since the the-
orem 1 states that rep(greedy(L, S)) ⊆ (lambda(rep(S)); opt(C)). compute com-
putes an optimal solution among the possible ones; the set of possible optimal
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solutions is not empty.
refinement
BG1
refines
BG0
constants
L
properties
preorder(L)
domain(greedy(L, S)) = domain(S)
((rep(S))−1; greedy(L, S)) ⊆ (C; rep(S)−1)
variables
solution
invariant
solution ∈ E
initialisation
solution :∈ E
events
compute b= ANY e WHERE
e ∈ E
initial value 7→ e ∈ rep(greedy(L, S))
THEN
solution := e
END
end
The new refinement BG2 introduces the effective computation step and the new
invariant is much more elaborate. It includes the notion of existence of a solution
while iterating. A new variable is introduced to contain the current value and it
is called current. The new invariant states that the current value is an execution
value leading to an optimal solution in finite time:
solution ∈ E ∧ current ∈ E ∧
∃n.(n ∈ N ∧ initial value 7→ current ∈ repn(greedy(L, S), n))
The initial event and the event
compute are refined and a new
event is introduced to model the
step of the iteration. The final
event is triggered, when the guard
is true.
compute b=
WHEN
current 7→ current ∈ notdomain(greedy(L, S))
THEN
solution := current
END
The event step models the step of each computa-
tion while looping. We can replace BG1 properties
(assumptions of theorem 1) by assumptions of the-
orem 2 (resp theorem 3 or theorem 4) to obtain a
refinement proof, which is similar to the proof of
theorem 2 (resp. theorem 3 or theorem 4). How-
ever, these developments seem to be independent,
because the classification (of Curtis) is hidden in-
side the proof.
step b=
ANY e WHERE
e ∈ E
current 7→ e ∈ greedy(L, S)
THEN
current := e
END
end
In this section, we explain how we can obtain other algorithms Best-Local,
Better-Global and Better-Local by an instantiation of our previous model Best-
Global. We give only an example. We omit to write the refinement model BG3
and we obtain a generic algorithm 2 from the refinement model BG3 by combining
events. To obtain a complete development (similar to the previous one), we can in-
stantiate name by name the previous development. Instantiation proof of refinement
are obvious: both abstract models compute the same result. The other instantiation
of proof obligation is that the properties of the Better-Global imply properties of
the Best-Global system. This proof obligation is exactly the second theorem. We
summarize the final statement of proofs discharged through the different refinement
step.
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Pre-condition:C is a set of possible candidates
Post-condition:Either a solution S, or no solution does exist
BEGIN
solution::E;
current:=initial_value;
WHILE current in domain(S)
DO
current:= ChooseOneIn(opt(L)(S[{ current}]))
OD
solution:=current
END
Algorithm 2. General Greedy Algorithm
5 Conclusion
The incremental proof-based development of greedy algorithms is illustrated from
the theoretical characterization of S. Curtis [9] and we state and check properties
over mathematical structures related to the greedy method. The main advantage is
to obtain a complete checking of Curtis’s results, since a proof tool is not accepting
results as left to the reader and every proof step should be completely discharged.
The paper illustrates the use of generic developments based on very general math-
ematical structures; the genericity of proof-based development is a way to improve
the proof process. This point should be developed by replaying the development
of Prim’s algorithm already developed using the refinement [4]; we plan to develop
Kruskal’s algorithm and other greedy problems. The fundamental question is also
to be able to state what is the problem to solve and any development should start
by the statement of mathematical structures and by the proof of properties required
for the given problem (existence of solutions, for instance). Future work will develop
new instantiations for the greedy-oriented developments.
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